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Intel Galileo is the first in a line of Arduino-certified development boards based on Intel x86 architecture and
is designed for the maker and education communities. Intel released two versions of Galileo, referred to as
Gen 1 and Gen 2. These development boards are sometimes called "Breakout boards".
Intel Galileo - Wikipedia
Warranty and Replacement. Find answers to your questions about service and warranty options for your Intel
branded product.
IntelÂ® Support
Intel was founded in Mountain View, California, in 1968 by Gordon E. Moore (of "Moore's law" fame), a
chemist, and Robert Noyce, a physicist and co-inventor of the integrated circuit. Arthur Rock (investor and
venture capitalist) helped them find investors, while Max Palevsky was on the board from an early stage.
Moore and Noyce had left Fairchild Semiconductor to found Intel.
Intel - Wikipedia
A Intel promete distribuir gratuitamente 50 mil placas Galileo para 1000 universidades em diversas partes do
mundo atÃ© abril de 2015, conforme disse Brian Krzanich, CEO da empresa.
Intel Galileo - Placa Arduino com Processador Low Power Quark
Single-SKU Global Coverage. Gigabit Speeds. 14nm for Slim, Powerful Designs. Our fifth-generation LTE
modem, the IntelÂ® XMMâ„¢ 7560 modem builds on a tradition of fast speeds, low latency, and radio
innovationâ€”offering gigabit speeds for the first time in a single, global SKU.
IntelÂ® XMMâ„¢ 7560 Modem Product Brief
TheINQUIRER publishes daily news, reviews on the latest gadgets and devices, and INQdepth articles for
tech buffs and hobbyists.
TheINQUIRER - news, reviews and opinion for tech buffs
Galileo ist der Vorname des italienischen Naturforschers Galileo Galilei (1564â€“1642). Die folgenden
Eigennamen wurden ausnahmslos in Anlehnung an diesen gewÃ¤hlt: Astronomie und Raumfahrt. Galileo
(Exoplanet), kreist im Doppelsternsystem Copernicus Galileo (Raumsonde), 1989 gestartet zur Erforschung
des Planeten Jupiter Galileo Regio, eine dunkle Region auf dem Galileischen Mond Ganymed (Mond)
Galileo â€“ Wikipedia
CHUWI Hi10 Pro 10.1 inch Windows 10/Android 5.1 Dual Boot 2-in-1 Tablet PC,Featuring Intel X5
Processor,Quad Core,4GB RAM/64GB ROM,FHD Screen(1920x1200) with Type C,HDMI and Dual Camera
2.0MP Black
Amazon.com : CHUWI Hi10 Pro 10.1 inch Windows 10/Android 5
A processzorok tÃ¶rtÃ©nete. A korai szÃ¡mÃ-tÃ³gÃ©peket, pÃ©ldÃ¡ul az ENIAC-ot, Ã¡t kellett huzalozni,
amikor egy Ãºj feladatot akartak rajtuk futtatni â€“ ezeket a gÃ©peket tehÃ¡t â€žrÃ¶gzÃ-tett programÃºâ€•
gÃ©peknek nevezhetjÃ¼k.A â€žCPUâ€• kifejezÃ©s meghatÃ¡rozÃ¡sa szoftver ill. szÃ¡mÃ-tÃ³gÃ©pprogram
vÃ©grehajtÃ¡sÃ¡t vÃ©gzÅ‘ eszkÃ¶z, ezÃ©rt a legkorÃ¡bbi CPU-nak, elkÃ¼lÃ¶nÃ-tett kÃ¶zponti ...
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